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This product is based on around 20 years of research in Astrology. We provide highest quality astrology
software after thorough research. We would like to clarify certain points. The most important point is
about planets in house. Suppose, for a native, the Ascendant is Aries and Mars in Taurus, it is assumed
by astrologers that Mars is in second house. However, depending upon the table of houses, Mars may
be in first house or second house or third house. So, we request astrologers to refer to "Bhava Chalit
Chart" or "Table of Houses" or "Bhava Chakra". The same is applicable to Bhava Lord.
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Software developed by Excellent Software, Bangalore

BIRTH DETAILS
Name Sample Sex Female

Date of Birth
Time of Birth
Place of Birth
Latitude
Sunrise
Day Duration
Ayanamsa
Sidereal Time
Lagna
Tithi
Rasi
Nakshtra
Nakshtra Lord
Gana
Nadi
Fortuna
Legend

09 Apr 1960
11:17:00 IST
Bangalore                                         
 12:58 N
06:10:55 IST
12:20:51
+23 18 04.9 Lahiri
 00:07
Mithuna     
Trayodasi 
Simha       
Purva Phalguni  
Sukra   
Manushya  
Madhya
 7 10 19
GMT: Greenwich Mean Time

Day of Birth
Time of Birth
Country/State
Longitude
Sunset
Night Duration
Obliquity
House System
Lagna Lord
Paksha
Rasi Lord
Pada
Varna
Yoni
Yoga
Yoga Point
LMT: Local Mean Time

Saturday
05:47:00 GMT 10:57:24 LMT
India          
 77:36 E
18:31:46 IST
11:38:31
023 26 31.3
Vedic
Budha   
Shukla
Ravi    
3
Kshatriya
Rat       
Vriddhi   
 7 22 14
 IST: Indian Standard Time
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Rasi - Body
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Navamsa - Spouse
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VIMSOTTARI DASA - Dasa at Birth: 05 Years 09 Months 09 Days

Vimsottari Dasa
Sukra Ravi Chandra Kuja Rahu Guru Sani Budha Ketu

Su                
Ra                
Ch                
Ku                
Ra                
Gu                
Sa 09 Apr 60
Bu 18 Jan 62
Ke 18 Nov 64

Ra 18 Jan 66
Ch 06 May 66
Ku 06 Nov 66
Ra 12 Mar 67
Gu 06 Feb 68
Sa 24 Nov 68
Bu 06 Nov 69
Ke 12 Sep 70
Su 18 Jan 71

Ch 18 Jan 72
Ku 18 Nov 72
Ra 18 Jun 73
Gu 18 Dec 74
Sa 18 Apr 76
Bu 18 Nov 77
Ke 18 Apr 79
Su 18 Nov 79
Ra 18 Jul 81

Ku 18 Jan 82
Ra 15 Jun 82
Gu 03 Jul 83
Sa 09 Jun 84
Bu 18 Jul 85
Ke 15 Jul 86
Su 12 Dec 86
Ra 12 Feb 88
Ch 18 Jun 88

Ra 18 Jan 89
Gu 30 Sep 91
Sa 24 Feb 94
Bu 31 Dec 96
Ke 18 Jul 99
Su 06 Aug 00
Ra 06 Aug 03
Ch 30 Jun 04
Ku 31 Dec 05

Gu 18 Jan 07
Sa 06 Mar 09
Bu 18 Sep 11
Ke 24 Dec 13
Su 30 Nov 14
Ra 31 Jul 17
Ch 18 May 18
Ku 18 Sep 19
Ra 24 Aug 20

Sa 18 Jan 23
Bu 21 Jan 26
Ke 30 Sep 28
Su 09 Nov 29
Ra 09 Jan 33
Ch 21 Dec 33
Ku 21 Jul 35
Ra 31 Aug 36
Gu 06 Jul 39

Bu 18 Jan 42
Ke 15 Jun 44
Su 12 Jun 45
Ra 12 Apr 48
Ch 18 Feb 49
Ku 18 Jul 50
Ra 15 Jul 51
Gu 03 Feb 54
Sa 09 May 56

Ke 18 Jan 59
Su 15 Jun 59
Ra 15 Aug 60
Ch 21 Dec 60
Ku 21 Jul 61
Ra 18 Dec 61
Gu 06 Jan 63
Sa 12 Dec 63
Bu 21 Jan 65

Note: The dates given are nothing to do with the longevity of the native.

Periodic Prediction Guide

The guide should be treated with discretion. Astrology can provide you only indication. Who else, except the
creator Brahma, can say with certainty what will definitely happen? We do not guarantee any of its forecasts and
assumes no responsibility for any of your action taken based on the guidance provided.

From 01 Apr 2009 To 15 Apr 2009:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
01 Apr 2009: Mahadasa - Guru, Bhukti - Sani, Antardasa - Sani

Health: This period is reasonably good for your health. However, avoid junk food that has very little nutritious
value. Fruits and vegetable should be part of your diet as these will keep you healthy.

Happiness: During this period, you will find that you are having slightly critical nature. Though, there is nothing
wrong with this but you need to understand that everybody is different and the way they work is also different. You
should also consider the experience and the capability of the person whom you are criticizing. This should help in
reducing your criticizing nature and improve your relationship.

Married Life: This period brings stability in your married life and you feel satisfied. However, some of your relative
may try to create instability in your conjugal life. So, be careful and do not allow them to spoil your marital life.

Profession: This is very stable period for your profession. During this period, you should look for new directions
like new products; new territory etc. but you should not start a new venture at this period. This will be immensely
useful in long run. Those who are in employment may take additional responsibilities or higher job.
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From 16 Apr 2009 To 30 Apr 2009:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
16 Apr 2009: Mahadasa - Guru, Bhukti - Sani, Antardasa - Sani

Health: During this period, your health will be good except occasional sickness. You are advised to avoid stress
as far as possible. Any stress may result into fatigue and reduce your physical stamina.

Happiness: You will have positive attitude toward life and profession during this period. This is good sign.
However, sometime you might be fickle minded in certain matters. You should try to avoid this.

Married Life: This period brings stability in your married life and you feel satisfied. However, some of your relative
may try to create instability in your conjugal life. So, be careful and do not allow them to spoil your marital life.

Profession: There is clear upward trend in your profession. So, you may acquire new business, new projects and
new customers. However, this requires more dedication and support from your subordinates. You also need to put
forth extra efforts to nourish the new business.

From 01 May 2009 To 15 May 2009:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
01 May 2009: Mahadasa - Guru, Bhukti - Sani, Antardasa - Sani

Health: Your health remains reasonably good during the period. However, you should avoid excessive physical
activity as these may have negative impact on your health. You should take simple food with lot of fruits and
vegetable. This will improve your health.

Happiness: You will have positive attitude toward life and profession during this period. This is good sign.
However, sometime you might be fickle minded in certain matters. You should try to avoid this.

Married Life: This period shows marked improvement in your marital life. It seems you have developed keen
sense of understanding your husband and this helps to have smooth and happy married life.

Profession: This period indicates lots of travel in your profession. However, be assured that these travels will bring
benefit and numerous improvement to your profession. Plan your travels meticulously and see that you are not
physically drained because of excessive travels.

From 16 May 2009 To 31 May 2009:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
16 May 2009: Mahadasa - Guru, Bhukti - Sani, Antardasa - Sani

Health: Your health remains reasonably good during the period. However, you should avoid excessive physical
activity as these may have negative impact on your health. You should take simple food with lot of fruits and
vegetable. This will improve your health.

Happiness: You are highly emotional during this period. Though, emotion is a positive trait in general but avoid too
much of emotions as it may sometime negatively impact on your profession as well your personal relationship.

Married Life: This is really a good period in your married life and you should enjoy it as much as possible. You are
advised to avoid confrontation with your husband. You may find that on certain issues, your views are different
from your husband but that does not stop you to enjoy your married life and keep the relationship very smooth.

Profession: This period indicates lots of travel in your profession. However, be assured that these travels will bring
benefit and numerous improvement to your profession. Plan your travels meticulously and see that you are not
physically drained because of excessive travels.

From 01 Jun 2009 To 15 Jun 2009:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
01 Jun 2009: Mahadasa - Guru, Bhukti - Sani, Antardasa - Sani
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Health: During this period, your health will be good except occasional sickness. You are advised to avoid stress
as far as possible. Any stress may result into fatigue and reduce your physical stamina.

Happiness: You are highly emotional during this period. Though, emotion is a positive trait in general but avoid too
much of emotions as it may sometime negatively impact on your profession as well your personal relationship.

Married Life: This period shows marked improvement in your marital life. It seems you have developed keen
sense of understanding your husband and this helps to have smooth and happy married life.

Profession: During this period, your professional life is improving. This is the period when you will be able to settle
conflicts with your customers and government authorities. You should enjoy your peaceful and improving
professional life.

From 16 Jun 2009 To 30 Jun 2009:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
16 Jun 2009: Mahadasa - Guru, Bhukti - Sani, Antardasa - Sani

Health: Your health remains reasonably good during the period. However, you should avoid excessive physical
activity as these may have negative impact on your health. You should take simple food with lot of fruits and
vegetable. This will improve your health.

Happiness: You are highly emotional during this period. Though, emotion is a positive trait in general but avoid too
much of emotions as it may sometime negatively impact on your profession as well your personal relationship.

Married Life: This is really a good period in your married life and you should enjoy it as much as possible. You are
advised to avoid confrontation with your husband. You may find that on certain issues, your views are different
from your husband but that does not stop you to enjoy your married life and keep the relationship very smooth.

Profession: There is clear upward trend in your profession. So, you may acquire new business, new projects and
new customers. However, this requires more dedication and support from your subordinates. You also need to put
forth extra efforts to nourish the new business.

From 01 Jul 2009 To 15 Jul 2009:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
01 Jul 2009: Mahadasa - Guru, Bhukti - Sani, Antardasa - Sani

Health: Your physical energy is fine during the period. This is the period when you feel enjoyment in your work as
you do not feel tired even after working continuously for many hours. Do the necessary physical exercises to
maintain fitness and physical energy.

Happiness: During this period, your mind will be very calm and you will be friendly with others. This will help you in
improving your professional life and personal relationship. However, you should not be too friendly where it is not
warranted.

Married Life: This period shows marked improvement in your marital life. It seems you have developed keen
sense of understanding your husband and this helps to have smooth and happy married life.

Profession: This period indicates lots of travel in your profession. However, be assured that these travels will bring
benefit and numerous improvement to your profession. Plan your travels meticulously and see that you are not
physically drained because of excessive travels.

From 16 Jul 2009 To 31 Jul 2009:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
16 Jul 2009: Mahadasa - Guru, Bhukti - Sani, Antardasa - Sani

31 Jul 2009: Mahadasa - Guru, Bhukti - Sani, Antardasa - Budha

Health: This period is reasonably good for your health. However, avoid junk food that has very little nutritious
value. Fruits and vegetable should be part of your diet as these will keep you healthy.
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Happiness: You will find that you are confused and not able to take correct decision in many situations. Though,
there is no easy method to overcome confusion. It is suggested that wherever details are available and if time
permits, go into deep, analyze pros and cons and then arrive the decision. Many times, you need to take quick
decision, in such cases rely on your instincts and take the immediate decision.

Married Life: This period shows marked improvement in your marital life. It seems you have developed keen
sense of understanding your husband and this helps to have smooth and happy married life.

Profession: This is very stable period for your profession. During this period, you should look for new directions
like new products; new territory etc. but you should not start a new venture at this period. This will be immensely
useful in long run. Those who are in employment may take additional responsibilities or higher job.

From 01 Aug 2009 To 15 Aug 2009:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
01 Aug 2009: Mahadasa - Guru, Bhukti - Sani, Antardasa - Budha

Health: This period indicates ups and downs in your health. It improves and then again it goes down. You are
advised to control your anger; otherwise it may result into increasing your blood pressure and stressing your
immune system.

Happiness: You will find that you are confused and not able to take correct decision in many situations. Though,
there is no easy method to overcome confusion. It is suggested that wherever details are available and if time
permits, go into deep, analyze pros and cons and then arrive the decision. Many times, you need to take quick
decision, in such cases rely on your instincts and take the immediate decision.

Married Life: This is the period when you feel dejected and do not have energy to bring life to your relationship.
Do not act in haste and avoid impulsiveness. Apparently, you are not satisfied with your present relationship with
your partner.

Profession: This is stable period for your profession with few ups and downs. As slight ups and downs are part of
life, we suggest you to not get strained as it may adversely impact your health and may create unwarranted
problems at professional front.

From 16 Aug 2009 To 31 Aug 2009:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
16 Aug 2009: Mahadasa - Guru, Bhukti - Sani, Antardasa - Budha

Health: Your health remains reasonably good during the period. However, you should avoid excessive physical
activity as these may have negative impact on your health. You should take simple food with lot of fruits and
vegetable. This will improve your health.

Happiness: You will have positive attitude toward life and profession during this period. This is good sign.
However, sometime you might be fickle minded in certain matters. You should try to avoid this.

Married Life: This is the period when you feel dejected and do not have energy to bring life to your relationship.
Do not act in haste and avoid impulsiveness. Apparently, you are not satisfied with your present relationship with
your partner.

Profession: There is clear upward trend in your profession. So, you may acquire new business, new projects and
new customers. However, this requires more dedication and support from your subordinates. You also need to put
forth extra efforts to nourish the new business.

From 01 Sep 2009 To 15 Sep 2009:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
01 Sep 2009: Mahadasa - Guru, Bhukti - Sani, Antardasa - Budha

Health: Your physical energy is decent during the period. You should avoid excessive physical activity to avoid the
strain on your body. You are suggested to do brisk walking early morning to improve your physical energy.
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Happiness: This period is good for your mental happiness as you are able to control your anger to a large extent.
You should have firm faith in God and this will make you more relaxed and improved person.

Married Life: This period brings stability in your married life and you feel satisfied. However, some of your relative
may try to create instability in your conjugal life. So, be careful and do not allow them to spoil your marital life.

Profession: During this period, your professional life is improving. This is the period when you will be able to settle
conflicts with your customers and government authorities. You should enjoy your peaceful and improving
professional life.

From 16 Sep 2009 To 30 Sep 2009:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
16 Sep 2009: Mahadasa - Guru, Bhukti - Sani, Antardasa - Budha

Health: Your health is good during this period and you should do yoga and meditation to maintain your health.

Happiness: During this period, your mind will be very calm and you will be friendly with others. This will help you in
improving your professional life and personal relationship. However, you should not be too friendly where it is not
warranted.

Married Life: You should have good relationship with your husband during this period. This helps to improve your
professional and personal life. However, your professional activities do not allow you to spend sufficient time with
your husband.

Profession: This is very stable period for your profession. During this period, you should look for new directions
like new products; new territory etc. but you should not start a new venture at this period. This will be immensely
useful in long run. Those who are in employment may take additional responsibilities or higher job.

From 01 Oct 2009 To 15 Oct 2009:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
01 Oct 2009: Mahadasa - Guru, Bhukti - Sani, Antardasa - Budha

Health: During this period, your health is steady and you need to take sufficient precaution to keep it this way. We
suggest that you should do physical exercise to remain fit and active.

Happiness: During this period, your mind will be very calm and you will be friendly with others. This will help you in
improving your professional life and personal relationship. However, you should not be too friendly where it is not
warranted.

Married Life: During this period, your marital life is likely to improve. To maintain smooth relationship with your
husband, both of you should show greater understanding and little sacrifice.

Profession: This is very stable period for your profession. During this period, you should look for new directions
like new products; new territory etc. but you should not start a new venture at this period. This will be immensely
useful in long run. Those who are in employment may take additional responsibilities or higher job.

From 16 Oct 2009 To 31 Oct 2009:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
16 Oct 2009: Mahadasa - Guru, Bhukti - Sani, Antardasa - Budha

Health: During this period your health remains stable. However, you are cautioned to not overdo physical workout.

Happiness: During this period, your mind will be very calm and you will be friendly with others. This will help you in
improving your professional life and personal relationship. However, you should not be too friendly where it is not
warranted.

Married Life: This period brings stability in your married life and you feel satisfied. However, some of your relative
may try to create instability in your conjugal life. So, be careful and do not allow them to spoil your marital life.
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Profession: There is clear upward trend in your profession. So, you may acquire new business, new projects and
new customers. However, this requires more dedication and support from your subordinates. You also need to put
forth extra efforts to nourish the new business.

From 01 Nov 2009 To 15 Nov 2009:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
01 Nov 2009: Mahadasa - Guru, Bhukti - Sani, Antardasa - Budha

Health: During this period, your health will be good except occasional sickness. You are advised to avoid stress
as far as possible. Any stress may result into fatigue and reduce your physical stamina.

Happiness: During this period, your mind will be very calm and you will be friendly with others. This will help you in
improving your professional life and personal relationship. However, you should not be too friendly where it is not
warranted.

Married Life: This period brings stability in your married life and you feel satisfied. However, some of your relative
may try to create instability in your conjugal life. So, be careful and do not allow them to spoil your marital life.

Profession: There is clear upward trend in your profession. So, you may acquire new business, new projects and
new customers. However, this requires more dedication and support from your subordinates. You also need to put
forth extra efforts to nourish the new business.

From 16 Nov 2009 To 30 Nov 2009:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
16 Nov 2009: Mahadasa - Guru, Bhukti - Sani, Antardasa - Budha

Health: During this period your health remains stable. However, you are cautioned to not overdo physical workout.

Happiness: During this period, your mind will be very calm and you will be friendly with others. This will help you in
improving your professional life and personal relationship. However, you should not be too friendly where it is not
warranted.

Married Life: You should have good relationship with your husband during this period. This helps to improve your
professional and personal life. However, your professional activities do not allow you to spend sufficient time with
your husband.

Profession: During this period, your professional life is improving. This is the period when you will be able to settle
conflicts with your customers and government authorities. You should enjoy your peaceful and improving
professional life.

From 01 Dec 2009 To 15 Dec 2009:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
01 Dec 2009: Mahadasa - Guru, Bhukti - Sani, Antardasa - Budha

10 Dec 2009: Mahadasa - Guru, Bhukti - Sani, Antardasa - Ketu

Health: Your health remains reasonably good during the period. However, you should avoid excessive physical
activity as these may have negative impact on your health. You should take simple food with lot of fruits and
vegetable. This will improve your health.

Happiness: You will have positive attitude toward life and profession during this period. This is good sign.
However, sometime you might be fickle minded in certain matters. You should try to avoid this.

Married Life: You should have good relationship with your husband during this period. This helps to improve your
professional and personal life. However, your professional activities do not allow you to spend sufficient time with
your husband.

Profession: During this period, you will see reasonable grown on professional front. However, to achieve growth,
you need to put lot of efforts. You may not get the result immediately, but at the end hard work will pay good
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dividend.

From 16 Dec 2009 To 31 Dec 2009:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
16 Dec 2009: Mahadasa - Guru, Bhukti - Sani, Antardasa - Ketu

Health: During this period your health remains stable. However, you are cautioned to not overdo physical workout.

Happiness: You are highly emotional during this period. Though, emotion is a positive trait in general but avoid too
much of emotions as it may sometime negatively impact on your profession as well your personal relationship.

Married Life: During this period, you will find joy in your married life and enjoy it with your husband. However, it
seems you do not find sufficient time for your husband. You need to find more time for your husband to really
enjoy your conjugal life.

Profession: There is clear upward trend in your profession. So, you may acquire new business, new projects and
new customers. However, this requires more dedication and support from your subordinates. You also need to put
forth extra efforts to nourish the new business.

From 01 Jan 2010 To 15 Jan 2010:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
01 Jan 2010: Mahadasa - Guru, Bhukti - Sani, Antardasa - Ketu

Health: Your health is good during this period and you should do yoga and meditation to maintain your health.

Happiness: You are highly emotional during this period. Though, emotion is a positive trait in general but avoid too
much of emotions as it may sometime negatively impact on your profession as well your personal relationship.

Married Life: During this period, you will find joy in your married life and enjoy it with your husband. However, it
seems you do not find sufficient time for your husband. You need to find more time for your husband to really
enjoy your conjugal life.

Profession: There is clear upward trend in your profession. So, you may acquire new business, new projects and
new customers. However, this requires more dedication and support from your subordinates. You also need to put
forth extra efforts to nourish the new business.

From 16 Jan 2010 To 31 Jan 2010:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
16 Jan 2010: Mahadasa - Guru, Bhukti - Sani, Antardasa - Ketu

Health: During this period, your health is steady and you need to take sufficient precaution to keep it this way. We
suggest that you should do physical exercise to remain fit and active.

Happiness: You will have positive attitude toward life and profession during this period. This is good sign.
However, sometime you might be fickle minded in certain matters. You should try to avoid this.

Married Life: During this period, you will find joy in your married life and enjoy it with your husband. However, it
seems you do not find sufficient time for your husband. You need to find more time for your husband to really
enjoy your conjugal life.

Profession: There is clear upward trend in your profession. So, you may acquire new business, new projects and
new customers. However, this requires more dedication and support from your subordinates. You also need to put
forth extra efforts to nourish the new business.

From 01 Feb 2010 To 15 Feb 2010:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
01 Feb 2010: Mahadasa - Guru, Bhukti - Sani, Antardasa - Ketu

03 Feb 2010: Mahadasa - Guru, Bhukti - Sani, Antardasa - Sukra
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Health: Your physical energy is decent during the period. You should avoid excessive physical activity to avoid the
strain on your body. You are suggested to do brisk walking early morning to improve your physical energy.

Happiness: You will have positive attitude toward life and profession during this period. This is good sign.
However, sometime you might be fickle minded in certain matters. You should try to avoid this.

Married Life: During this period, you will find joy in your married life and enjoy it with your husband. However, it
seems you do not find sufficient time for your husband. You need to find more time for your husband to really
enjoy your conjugal life.

Profession: During this period, your professional life is improving. This is the period when you will be able to settle
conflicts with your customers and government authorities. You should enjoy your peaceful and improving
professional life.

From 16 Feb 2010 To 28 Feb 2010:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
16 Feb 2010: Mahadasa - Guru, Bhukti - Sani, Antardasa - Sukra

Health: Your health is improving and it becomes very stable. This period is good for starting new ventures as your
physical energy is improving and you should be able to put lot of efforts to make your venture successful.

Happiness: You will have positive attitude toward life and profession during this period. This is good sign.
However, sometime you might be fickle minded in certain matters. You should try to avoid this.

Married Life: This is a wonderful period for your married life and we suggest you to take full advantage of it. Your
extraordinary smooth relationship with your husband brings lot of joy to your personal and professional life.

Profession: During this period, your professional life is improving. This is the period when you will be able to settle
conflicts with your customers and government authorities. You should enjoy your peaceful and improving
professional life.

From 01 Mar 2010 To 15 Mar 2010:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
01 Mar 2010: Mahadasa - Guru, Bhukti - Sani, Antardasa - Sukra

Health: During this period, your health will be good except occasional sickness. You are advised to avoid stress
as far as possible. Any stress may result into fatigue and reduce your physical stamina.

Happiness: During this period, you will find that you are having slightly critical nature. Though, there is nothing
wrong with this but you need to understand that everybody is different and the way they work is also different. You
should also consider the experience and the capability of the person whom you are criticizing. This should help in
reducing your criticizing nature and improve your relationship.

Married Life: During this period, you will find joy in your married life and enjoy it with your husband. However, it
seems you do not find sufficient time for your husband. You need to find more time for your husband to really
enjoy your conjugal life.

Profession: This is very stable period for your profession. During this period, you should look for new directions
like new products; new territory etc. but you should not start a new venture at this period. This will be immensely
useful in long run. Those who are in employment may take additional responsibilities or higher job.

From 16 Mar 2010 To 31 Mar 2010:

Vimsottari Dasa: 
16 Mar 2010: Mahadasa - Guru, Bhukti - Sani, Antardasa - Sukra

Health: During this period, your health is steady and you need to take sufficient precaution to keep it this way. We
suggest that you should do physical exercise to remain fit and active.

Happiness: During this period, your mind will be very calm and you will be friendly with others. This will help you in
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improving your professional life and personal relationship. However, you should not be too friendly where it is not
warranted.

Married Life: This period shows marked improvement in your marital life. It seems you have developed keen
sense of understanding your husband and this helps to have smooth and happy married life.

Profession: This period indicates lots of travel in your profession. However, be assured that these travels will bring
benefit and numerous improvement to your profession. Plan your travels meticulously and see that you are not
physically drained because of excessive travels.
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